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describes outdoor faucets, hose bibbs, sillcocks, or hose hookups, how they work, where they
should be installed, freeze-proofing hose hookups, and troubleshooting or repairing stuck,
broken, or dripping outdoor faucets. We describe the component parts of outdoor faucets, how
water flows through the faucet, and where drips or leaks occur. Our photo at page top shows
water gushing out of the building wall just above the foundation. The water line just inside the
foundation froze and burst. This article series describes how to repair leaks at outdoor faucets,
or spigots or as some fancy inspectors call them, "hose bibbs" or "sillcocks". We describe
different types of spigots including newer, code-required anti-siphon sillcocks, then we
describe step by step repairs for each type of leak that occurs at these spigots:. Below we
continue by describing each of the first three types of leaks at conventional or "Old-Fashioned"
outdoor spigots. We explain the cause of and repair for each of those leaks. But first let's be
sure we know what kind of outdoor spigot is installed, since the parts and repair procedures are
different depending on what kind of faucet you've got. If your outdoor faucet looks like our first
photo at above, and if needs repair, it is NOT a frost-proof anti-siphon valve, it's a traditional
compression valve faucet or spigot. Our second photo above is a typical frost-free anti-siphon
faucet, or "Woodford" valve. Repairing that faucet is discussed separately. Traditional
compression faucets shown at left allow water to flow from the building supply piping out
through the faucet mouth by opening turning the valve handle counter-clockwise to the left
when looking at the top or face of the handle. When this type of faucet is closed, the stem
washer presses against the faces of the valve seat to stop water flow. This faucet, when
mounted on the wall of a building in freezing climates, is not protected from frost damage and
can freeze, break, and subsequently leak when freezing conditions warm up. If you live in a
freezing-climate and if your outdoor faucet is the older type that is not frost-proof photo at left ,
you should be able to turn off water to that faucet and open a small screw fitting on the faucet
body side to assist in draining that device when draining the building piping. For the hose bibb
shown at left, we found a water shut-off inside the building close to this device. This hose bibb
was also leaking - a slow drip. By installing the duplex hose splitter with two small black valve
controls we could use that device to stop the drip - a temporary repair. The right repair for a
drippy faucet, as we will show below, is to replace the stem washer and if necessary, grind
smooth the valve stem seat. Watch out : notice that hose splitter attached to the sillcock at left?
If those little black valves are left in the "closed" position in winter the faucet won't drain even
when shut-off inside, and it may freeze and break. Even in a building where heat and water are
being left on for the winter we make sure to find and use or install if needed the valve to turn off
water to each outdoor faucet. Then we open the faucet to let it drain, leaving it open and making
sure it's not dripping from an indoor shutoff valve that is not working well. Watch out : Never
leave a garden hose attached to your outdoor faucet in winter as water in the hose may add to
the risk that the faucet will be freeze damaged. Leaks at an outdoor hose bibb or frost-proof
faucet range from a drip to water gushing out of the faucet or out of the anti-siphon vent such
as the leaky faucet shown in our photo at the top of this page. The repair of a dripping hose

bibb of this type depends on where the leak is occurring. In our photo of a hose bibb or faucet
in San Miguel de Allende the smaller orange arrow lower right shows white deposits on the
garden hose below the faucet mouth: those may be due to leaks at the valve stem or leaks at the
connection of the garden hose to the faucet mouth. But the corrosion on the valve stem tells the
story. The larger red arrow points to white mineral deposits around the valve stem - telling us
that whenever it was turned on this spigot has leaked for some time, probably years. This
common leak can usually be fixed by gently tightening the large packing nut yellow arrow in our
photo - also see Carson Dunlop's sketch below. Tightening the packing nut yellow arrow by
turning it clockwise may further compress the packing washer to cause it to squeeze more
tightly around the valve stem and stopping the leak. Watch out : do not so over-tighten the
packing nut on the faucet that you cause it to crack or break, or it's new faucet time. Tighten in
small increments. Don't tighten more than necessary or you'll find that the faucet handle
becomes very difficult to turn. If tightening the faucet packing nut does not stop the leak around
the valve stem you can often repair this component easily. First Thank you for all your
wonderful help a couple of years ago with my well and septic tank issues. All fixed now. I have
one that is essentially never used except at the water supply for my swamp cooler in the
summer. I am sure it is plugged with mud from all the times the well has been pulled out of the
ground over the years and it now seems to be bad enough to be affecting the flow to the cooler.
If I knew what the inside looked like I could at least try to unclog it a little at a time. I am told that
because it is almost as old as the house 39yr that it could break if I tried to remove it to replace
it. I have tried pipe cleaners, wire, water pressure syringe with Christmas tree adapter , all with
no luck. If I just knew what it looked like inside I like to think it would help. Thanks, - S. Thanks
for the nice note. Because you live in an area where swamp coolers are used, I infer that you're
not in a freezing-climate and that your hose faucet is a simple one such as we show above.
Provided you are talking really about an outdoor faucet or hose bibb, not a water flow control
valve installed in a section of water piping the illustration provided earlier on this page and
reproduced at above-left shows what a warm-climate standard hose faucet looks like. You can
see from the cross sectional drawing that the bottom of the feed-pipe and faucet body could
indeed accumulate mud and crud, leading to a clog that prevents water flow even when the
faucet is "opened". A simple fix for a debris-clogged faucet that usually works, though it sprays
water all over the place so is only suitable for outdoor repairs is as follows:. Watch out : don't
scratch up the valve seat face with a digging tool or the faucet may drip on reassembly. If the
faucet or hose bibb drips when the valve is closed tightly, and if there is no leakage around the
valve stem, then the problem is probably the valve stem washer - you'll want to replace just the
washer itself. As our illustration below explains, the long shaft green of this frost-proof faucet
permits the actual stem washer and valve seat to be located on the warm side of the building
exterior wall. A hose bibb faucet that includes a vacuum breaker is designed to permit water to
drain out of the faucet when the faucet is closed. The attached atmospheric vent allowing air
into the faucet combines with a check valve to prevent back-flow of unsanitary water from a
garden hose backwards into the building water supply piping. On - by mod - how to raise up a
hose spigot that is too close to the ground. Mark: How to raise a hose spigot or faucet or "hose
bibb" that is too close to the ground Take a look at my answer to Thom, below, where I illustrate
hose bibb attachments that make a 90 or 45 degree bend. You can certainly connect a couple of
these to point to the left, then up, then out to construct a hose connection point that is higher
on the building wall. For example, where we needed to attach a sprinkler system timer to a
building in New York I used a short section of flexible hose that connected the hose bibb to a
point higher on the building wall from which we had room to connect the sprinkler timer
assembly. For a semi-permanent hose bibb extender that gets the hose connection higher
above ground level, use a short section of garden hose to connect the existing hose bibb to the
extender I illustrate just below, then affix that extender to your building wall a bit off to one side
of the existing hose bibb. You leave the lower hose spigot ON and turn water on and off at the
extender. Watch out : I would not leave this arrangement on at the original spigot hose bibb if
going away from the building for any extended period. With water left "on" at the source hose
bibb, if the extension hose between the source bibb and the extension bibb were to burst, water
would be left running indefinitely, wasting water and possibly causing local water damage. On
by Mark. I got a spigot like ground level. Is there things i can do to raise it higher. Besides
running a new line. On - by mod - splitter for exterior spigot to run water into garage? Anon
Thank you for an interesting question. Certainly, there are splitting devices basically a y-shaped
add-on that will allow you to connect to hoses to hose bib. In fact, there are connectors that will
connect many more hoses than that. However, there are a couple of reasons why I wouldn't
consider feeding a water heater. From a hose connection. First I don't ever want to run
permanent Plumbing using a flexible garden hose. Leaving the hose under pressure at all times

as would be necessary in this case risks a burst hose and flood. If you live in a freezing climate,
you would not want to feed your water heater from a split off of your hose bib because of the
risk that that line could freeze in winter. Below I show a multi-hose splitter that offers more
possibilities. We used this splitter to supply multiple automatic lawn sprinklers. Can I run a
splitter of some sort fro my exterior spigot line into my garage? I need to run a line to an
on-demand single- point water heater. On - by mod - how to flip or redirect a spigot or sillcock
that is blocked. Thom: You can buy a hose bibb or spigot attachment that gives you a 90 degree
elbow, or a 45 degree elbow that can be installed with the hose attachment point facing out
away from the building. I have a spigot that is facing a post and is not useful. How can i reverse
the spigot so that will of use to me? My spigot is facing a post and there is no room to attach a
hose. How can flip the spigot to face away from the post so a hose can be attached to the spigot
for use? On - by mod - why does sillcock not stop when the handle is turned off? I'm not sure,
Anon, since a "sill cock" or "hose bibb" as discussed on this page are used as an outdoor
spigot or garden hose connection and are normally connected to the building cold water supply
piping, while the drain valve on an evaporative cooler is not and should not be used for normal
outdoor watering. That valve is there to permit draining the evaporative cooler as part of
cleaning and maintenance. The exact reason that ANY water shutoff valve is leaking can vary
but the most common causes are - a lost or damaged stop washer inside the valve if it's a stop
valve. On - by mod - where to get a lead-free sillcock or hose bibb. No, Roy, there are some
models of sillcocks or hose bibs that use stainless steel or other materials and that are
specifically promoted as "lead free". Also not all brass must contain lead. Raven makes
stainless steel sillcocks Other brands advertising lead free sillcocks include Matco-Norca
Proline Watts Webstone and surely there other manufacturers, varying by country. Shown
below is a nickel-plated brass lead free sillcock from Webstone. Try the search box just below,
or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond
promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains
an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting
will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us!
Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. Draft beer faucets look pretty straightforward, and in many ways they are.
With a little know-how you can also refurbish an old beer faucet or build one from scratch. The
most common type of beer faucet is the standard, rear-closing faucet. With this type of faucet,
you actuate beer dispensing by pulling on a tap handle. That movement activates a lever that
pushes open an internal valve, allowing beer to flow through the faucet body to a waiting glass.
We carry a full line of draft beer replacement parts and staff draft beer specialists who can help
pinpoint your faucet problems. If you have questions, give us a call at Standard, Rear-Closing
Beer Faucets The most common type of beer faucet is the standard, rear-closing faucet. It can
be replaced with a branded, novelty, or custom handle. Lever Collar : A small piece of metal
hardware that holds the faucet lever assembly secure. It also helps align a branded tap marker
so that it is forward facing and visible to users and consumers. Lever Bonnet : When paired
with a friction washer, it creates the friction necessary to open and close the beer faucet.
Friction Washer : This friction created by this small but significant faucet part prevents the lever
from sliding loosely during use. Lever : The metal piece that controls the opening and closing of
the internal valve that controls the flow of beer through the faucet body. When you pull the lever
forward by way of the tap handle, it pushes the shaft backwards, which opens the valve. Faucet
Body : The largest single component of your beer faucet, it directs the flow of beer through the
spout to your waiting glass. Faucets come in different finishes. Coupling Washer: Seats the
faucet to the beer shank for a leak-free connection. Shaft : Connected to the lever, it is pushed
forward or pulled back to control the flow of fluid. As it wears with age, you may experience a
small, slow leak. Have Questions? Leave a Comment. We are a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. Some people might know how the typical shower
works and what one can do to fix minor issues. But how many of you are familiar with the most
common parts that go into making your shower? Moreover, do you know how to install shower
plumbing from scratch? It is one of the most visible parts of a shower, and it is easy to replace
in case it breaks. Shower heads come in more than one shape, from the traditional round ones
to square ones. Because of new water conservation laws in the US showerheads have changed.
Make sure you check out our ECO Shower head review right here to find the best shower head
for you. The hot and cold water pipes are part of the shower water supply. It is through them

that water finally reaches the shower head. The pipes can be made of several types of materials,
but if your home is older, they are most likely made of galvanized steel. The shower valve is that
part of shower plumbing that you use to control the flow of the water coming from the shower
head. Moreover, you can set the temperature of the water by adjusting the shower valve. If you
want to prevent high water temperature that might scald you, make sure the valve is a
thermostatic or pressure balanced valve. It works to open the cold and hot water inlets. Since
you can adjust the temperature of your shower, every time you slide the handle towards the
cold water setting, the cartridge opens the cold water inlet more and the hot water inlet less.
The shower strainer is the first part of the shower drain plumbing system. It is that drain cover
that you find on your shower floor. It is usually there to stop waste from going down the drain
and clogging it. Most of them are made of steel or aluminum, and you can find them in different
designs and finishes. One of the most basic shower plumbing parts is the shower pan. This is
the part below the shower base we stand on whenever we take a shower. You have to be careful
for the shower pan not to leak. This will cause the floor to rot in time. In case you notice a leak,
you might want to check if you can repair the grout. But if the leak is coming from the shower
pan, you will have to call a contractor who can take care of the issue for you. There are several
different materials used to make shower pans. In the past us plumbers made shower pans out
of lead however, in the last 30 years a product called Chloraloy has gained popularity. It is a
lightweight rubber membrane held together with cement very similar to PVC cement. They are
somewhat expensive but when installed correctly they are virtually leak proof. The whole
process starts the moment you turn the knobs on. Water will flow from the supply line through
the hot and cold water pipes into your shower head. Cold water is sent into your water heater
where it is heated to the desired temperature. When the shower diverter is activated both hot
and cold water is pulled through the water lines to the shower mixing valve. Where is is mixed
and delivered to you at a comfortable temperature. When your shower also connects to the
bathtub or to another shower head or body spray this is when the diverter comes into play. The
device diverts water from one device to another. Some shower valves are built with the ability to
divert water to up to three different shower appurtenances. Once water comes out of the shower
head, it also has to find a way to get out of the shower. Which is why every shower comes with
a shower drain. The water goes first through the shower strainer which stops any unwanted
pieces of hair or soap from going down the drain. The rest of the water will go down the drain
through a p-trap and into the waste pipes. Even if we use a shower every single day, most of us
are not really familiar with the mechanism behind it and how all the shower plumbing parts go
together. Still, we must advise you to be careful when fixing or installing shower plumbing.
Always turn off the water from the main valve before attempting to fix something. That way, you
will avoid putting yourself at risk or damaging your shower, bathroom or in the worst case
scenario other parts of your house. I purchased a hansgrohe shower system tub, wall shower
head and handheld shower head, each runs independently which include: pressure balance
valve , Quattro level , 3 way diverter , ibox My plumber seem to have no idea of how to re-pipe
and install the valve. I appreciated very much for any help of any drawnings. This should give
him enough of an idea as to how to pipe. There are two possible issues handle might be
stripped but more likely the cartridge in the shower valve needs to be replaced. Scale and
debris tends to get caught in the seat and the tolerances change in the valve. Unless you have
some wear in the valve body itself changing the cartridge should take care of the issues.
Thanks for good information. I wanted to ask whether pressure balancing valves guarantee that
you can not scald â€¦.. Using pressure-balancing valves are code in most municipalities. These
codes are created to minimize the risk of scalding. Can anyone tell me how to fix this? Thank
you! Hello, you have to shut the water off to that bathroom. You probably have scale buildup in
the diverter valve. So you need to replace the cartridge for the diverter. Do you have a make and
model? That would help. I have a Tuscany Shower single handle the cartridge is what would be
the replacement number??? Your email address will not be published. We may also earn
commissions on purchases from other retail websites. Hot and Cold Water Pipes The hot and
cold water pipes are part of the shower water supply. Shower Valve The shower valve is that
part of shower plumbing that you use to control the flow of the water coming from the shower
head. Shower Strainer The shower strainer is the first part of the shower drain plumbing
system. Shower Pan One of the most basic shower plumbing parts is the shower pan. Alberto
on February 9, at am. Thanks for this awesome shower plumbing tutorial. Lan Nguyen on
September 13, at am. The Plumbing Info Guest on September 15, at am. Gail on August 22, at
am. The handle on the shower is going past the off area and is dripping how do we fix it? The
Plumbing Info Guest on September 10, at am. Pound Natel on September 17, at am. The
Plumbing Info Guest on September 23, at am. Samantha on October 10, at am. The Plumbing
Info Guest on October 14, at am. Charles Nink on November 14, at pm. Submit a Comment
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for delta helps the danco 11 piece repair kit for delta helps restore a leaky faucet. Kitchen sink
faucets parts. What is the top selling delta faucet repair kits product. Shop repair and
replacement parts for delta faucet american standard grohe kohler pfister and moen. To
purchase replacement parts for your out of warranty faucet visit our where to buy page and
select the online retailer section. Yes delta faucet repair kits can be returned and have a day
return period. Find a replacement part to fix your broken faucet or fixture today and save. Get it
as soon as fri dec Amazon s choice for kitchen sink faucet replacement parts. Facpb1 ws 2 am
conservation group sink faucet aerator 2 pack silver. Amazon s choice for kitchen sink faucet
parts. Find faucet parts repair at lowe s today. Sink faucets bathing showering toilets bidets
accessories collections new products repair parts design innovation. Replacing the worn out
parts in the faucet will create a better seal and help prevent water leaks. Cartridge assembly our
faucets and their parts are guaranteed our faucets and their parts are guaranteed for a lifetime
but just in case you d like to make some repairs on your own we ve made this cartridge
assembly available for you to order. It maintains a balanced pressure of hot and cold water. This
cartridge assembly is ideal for delta monitor and series tubs and showers. If you are not sure
whether or not your faucet is covered under warranty please contact us at 1 monday friday 7 00
am to 4 00 pm pst saturday 6 30 am to 2 30 pm pst before purchasing parts. Sink faucets
specialty faucets accessories collections new products repair parts bathroom. Free shipping on
orders over 25 shipped by amazon. Get it as soon as wed nov Kitchen faucet sprayer head
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